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DAYTONA BOOKS AND METAPHYSICS
Is Here For You!

Classes & Workshops
Great News!

SEE BELOW FOR FEATURED EVENTS

Great News!

Whether you are an old friend or new arrival, thanks for
discovering us.
We are a full-service metaphysics center with much to offer
that can assist you in finding peace and fulfillment.

Regular Store
Hours

Like others around the world, we at Daytona Books and
Metaphysics were greatly saddened by the tragic events that
have occurred in the past month in various locales, including
the mass shooting in Orlando on June 12. We pray for
healing for those affected and solace and serenity for
survivors of tragedy everywhere. Although many in our
community believe that death is but a transition from one
state of being to another, we join in honoring the legacies of
those who have been lost and offer all the comfort that we
can to those who remain with heavy hearts.
Our Crystal Healing Bed uses Light Therapy to provide
metaphysical healing by providing stimulation and balancing
for the body's seven Chakras (energy centers)... Improve the
health of your body, mind and spirit with a session on our
Crystal Healing Bed!

You can experience a 30 minute Tarot Reading with Joe for
$60 or choose an Astrological Chart Interpretation for $75
(extra time is available if needed)...
Joe comes from a family of storytellers and teachers and has
a unique gift for helping people learn how their natal chart
influences different aspects of personality and contributes to
life experiences via inherent predilections and "gifts from the
Angels." He has independently studied Astrology for over 30
years and has been reading the Tarot for over a decade.
Joe is currently available for readings Wednesdays through
Mondays... Visit on any of those days or to ensure a
Specific date and time, feel free to call the shop to schedule
an appointment with him.
(386) 236-9968
Karyn, our Medium and Psychic, is a Minnesota native
whose love for Florida grows and grows as she meets and
helps so many through her offerings here in our shop; she
can help you connect with loved ones in the spirit realm or
find answers to questions about the best directions to take in
life. Psychic and/or Medium readings are just $60 (additional
time can be purchased at $2 per minute). Karyn is with us

Monday -- Saturday
10:30am - 5:30pm
Sunday
12:00n - 5:00pm

Visit website for
details on everything.
Daytona Books &
Metaphysics

Sundays through Thursdays. No appointment is required, but
feel free to call our shop to schedule one if you prefer.
David, our shop's "Rock Guru," has expert knowledge of the
metaphysical as well as physical properties of stones, rocks
and crystals. He can recommend stones for protection,
healing or success with a particular endeavor. David's long
study of sacred geometry and other metaphysical subjects
makes him a valuable contributor to our community.

DISCOVER THE MANY NEW ITEMS IN OUR SHOP: Including:
Cut Crystals to hang in windows or wherever you like which
will reflect the colors of the rainbow; Chakra-stone jewelry in
rainbow colors that will open, balance and center your seven
Chakras; "Wishing" Pendants with a rainbow of colored
stones - each opens like a locket to hold a scrap of paper on
which you can write a wish... beautiful hand-crafted drums
with strikers; wonderful new Bracelets in a plethora of
gorgeous gemstones, and unique varieties of collectible
stones such as various Jaspers and Pink Opal. Check out
our new Frankincense & Myrrh Candles, too - a wonderful
blend with a fantastic scent!

SERVICES
CRYSTAL BED
SESSION $20

AURA
PHOTOGRAPHY $35
TAROT READING $60
PSYCHIC READING $60
MEDIUM READING $60

.
.

If you'd like to conduct a class, workshop, or seminar, let us
know. Mannie is always happy to talk to you about space
and times available (and rates are reasonable!)
Be creative and share your talents and gifts.

UPCOMING EVENTS in Our DAYTONA STORE
CHANNELING/ENERGY HEALING WORKSHOP
Saturday, August 13
1:00 - 4:30 PM
$60 Per Person
Discover your gift of healing and learn how to perform
healing on yourself and others
(healing the mental, emotional and physical bodies). This
workshop will introduce energy healing techniques;
introduction to the Chakra system and the process of
clearing and expending the energy field.
Healing Methods:
* Hands on Healing - participants will learn how to clear
the Auric-energy field
and channel the healing energy to perform healing on the
body.
* Visual Healing - participants will learn how to channel
and direct the healing energy for self-healing (balancing
the Chakra system).
* Distant Healing - participants will learn how to channel
the healing energy to perform distant healing
to others or places.
Ashkhen
is an ordained minister, certified teacher/healer of
Spirituality/Metaphysics from
Emerson Theological Institute, CA. She is also the author
of a book and guided meditation CD titled, "Divine
Healing Energy..." Ashkhen's spiritual journey began at a
young age and evolved through a direct experience with
the Divine Source/the Golden Light, and Divine Healing
Energy. She has a natural gift of channeling Divine
Healing Energy for transforming self and others. Her

knowledge and experience spans over 30 years. She has
helped many people through healing guided meditation
and private energy healing sessions.
Wear white, comfortable clothes.
RSVP: (386) 898-7582
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RECURRING EVENTS:
SPIRITUAL HEALING
BODY - MIND - SPIRIT
Every Thursday from 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM - STARTING June
30th!
Meditate with Gretchen, who will help us learn to heal ourselves.
We welcome Gretchen as the facilitator for this popular and
effective group,
which will meet on Thursdays.
Love Offering
(Payment not required.)
Learn to meditate.
Develop your relationship with the Infinite.
Help create the spiritual current that heals the mind, body, and
spirit.
Wear white if possible.
Walk-ins welcome.

EXPERIENCE A SANCTUARY OF CALM AND
HEALING AT DAYTONA BOOKS AND
METAPHYSICS
We can help you discover The Art of Falling In Love With Your
Time on Earth!
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